I. INTRODUCTION The United States courts of appeals generally have jurisdiction over only "final decisions" by a district court.' Most litigants must therefore wait until the end of proceedings in the district court-when all issues have been decided and all that remains is executing the judgment-before they can appeal. 2 But not always. In fact, a whole slew of judicial, legislative, and rule-based exceptions permit an appeal before final judgment. And by nearly all accounts, this system of interlocutory appellate review is a mess; the exceptions are so many, the requirements so vague, and the judicial treatment so inconsistent that the regime is too complicated and too unpredictable. 3 In this Article, I argue that an experimental approach to interlocutory appeals, initiated and overseen by judges, would solve much of this problem. Part II sets up the issue. First, it addresses the common cost-benefit calculus for determining whether and when to allow an immediate appeal. Conflicting interests of efficiency and error correction underlie discussions of appeals, and both the final judgment rule and its exceptions reflect efforts to strike a reasonable balance between these two interests. Part II then briefly reviews the current state of the law, highlighting the final judgment rule and its exceptions. Finally, I demonstrate the overly abstract nature of the current reform debate, which is a product of largely consequentialist argumentation that lacks evidence about the actual consequences of proposed reforms.
Part III begins by showing that judicial experimentation, sometimes called "percolation," would likely work in the context of interlocutory appeals; federal courts have both the incentives and the ability to conduct this type of experimentation, and the costs ofjudicial experimentation are probably lower in this context. Part III then explores, at a general level, one means of conducting judicial experimentation-the use of standards in a hierarchical court system. The rules and standards literature has often noted that standards can facilitate judicial learning, giving courts a way to gather information about what facts might be relevant when crafting a rule. 10 In a hierarchical system like the federal judiciary, the adoption of a standard by an upper court might also facilitate judicial experimentation by encouraging multiple lower courts to take divergent approaches to a single legal issue. Simultaneous and repeated application of those divergent approaches would then generate evidence as to their consequences, allowing courts to then compare the observable effects of those approaches.
Part IV sets out one feasible way by which experimentation could occur in this context. My proposed reform is modest and suggests tweaking one of the existing judicial exceptions to the final judgment rule, the collateral order doctrine. As I explain in Part IV, courts currently treat the collateral order exception as a strict rule for defining categories of orders that can be immediately appealed. As such, the current collateral order exception inhibits experimentation. But relaxing the exception to make it more standard-like could change that. Rather than a defined set of strict requirements, a more standardlike collateral order exception could permit appeals from particular types of orders when the benefit of doing so generally outweighs the costs.
This standard-like approach would leave room for the courts of appeals to adopt different approaches to particular types of orders. When asked whether a new type of order is immediately appealable, the courts of appeals will likely need to make their own assumptions about the costs and benefits of permitting collateral appeals, and reasonable people can disagree when making those assumptions. Some circuits might decide that a particular type of order is immediately appealable while others hold that it is not. As the circuits apply their different approaches, they would be able to monitor the effects of their different rules, such as the increase in appeals, the number of errors corrected, and the delay in trial court proceedings." Were the evidence to undermine the assumptions underlying a circuit court's initial decision or otherwise draw that initial decision into question, the court could choose to revisit it. And should the Supreme Court need to resolve a persistent split between the circuits, it could choose to base its decision, at least in part, on the evidence generated rather than its own assumptions or conjecture.
This Article thus offers a means of using judicial experimentation to generate evidence about the actual consequences of different interlocutory appeal rules. Such an approach could provide some of the empirical grounding that current reform discussions lack. This Article also explores the experimentation value of standards in a hierarchical judiciary with multiple lower courts, showing that the use of such a standard might be a good means of ultimately crafting clear rules. In other words, even in a context like jurisdiction where clear rules are highly valued, a little fuzziness might be the best way to ultimately attain that ideal. This point, though counterintuitive, suggests that standards and experimentation could play an important role in some procedural and jurisdictional contexts. I briefly address this issue at the end of Part IV.
11 These effects, though often involving the district court judge, are primarily felt by, and affect the ultimate behavior of, litigants. But changes in the availability of appeal would likely have some effect on district court decision making as well. If, for example, appellate review became relatively more likely, district courts might be more careful in-and thus spend more time on-making their interlocutory decisions. This increased time and effort would be a cost of increasing the availability of appeals. Increased availability of appellate review might also reduce the instances in which district court judges try to encourage settlement through a normally unreviewable interlocutory order. In short, changes in the availability of appeal would likely have some effect on district judge behavior and the relationship between the district court and appellate court. Those issues, while certainly interesting and a potential subject of future research, are beyond the scope of this Article.
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II. REFORM AND CONSEQUENCES IN INTERLOCUTORY APPEALS
This Part begins with a brief review of the law on interlocutory appeals and the debate over how best to reform it. I then demonstrate that the debate is largely (though not entirely) over consequences; arguments for and against a particular reform often concern the observable, real-world effects of that reform. But these arguments often lack empirical support and thus take place at an unhelpfully abstract level.
A. The Final Judgment Rule and Its Exceptions
District judges regularly decide a number of issues during the course of litigation. Many of these decisions are "interlocutory"-they do not resolve the entire dispute.1 2 Federal litigants unhappy with an interlocutory decision would often like immediate review by an appellate court. But they often can't have it. As a general matter, the federal courts of appeals have jurisdiction over only "final decisions" by a district court. 13 Most federal litigants thus have to wait until the end of proceedings in the district court-when all issues have been decided and only execution of the judgment remains-before they can appeal.14 This limit on appellate jurisdiction-codified at 28 U.S.C. § 1291 and commonly called the "final judgment rule"-is thought to strike the general balance between the conflicting interests in appellate review-efficiency and error correction. 15 The efficiency benefits are obvious: district court proceedings are free from appellate interruption,1 6 appellate judges generally address a case only once, 17 litigants are saved the cost and potential harassment of multiple appeals,' 8 and interlocutory appeals that might eventually become unnecessary-say, because the aggrieved party ultimately prevails at trial-are avoided.' 9 But the final judgment rule also has costs; appellate decisions can develop unclear areas of the law and correct errors. And the delay between an erroneous district court decision and vindication on appeal can cause substantial, sometimes irreparable, harms. 20 By generally postponing appeal until the end of district court proceedings, the final judgment rule reflects a belief that in most cases the benefits of delaying appeal outweigh the costs. 2 1 Like any rule, however, the final judgment rule only generally strikes that balance. Sometimes the balance shifts because the need of immediate review outweighs (or is at least thought to outweigh) the loss in efficiency. 2 2 So the final judgment rule has exceptions. In fact, it has many exceptions. 23 (granting appellate jurisdiction over appeals from "[i]nterlocutory orders appointing receivers, or refusing orders to wind up receiverships or to take steps to accomplish the purposes thereof"); id. § 1292(a)(3) (granting appellate jurisdiction over appeals from "[i]nterlocutory decrees of such district courts or the judges thereof determining the rights and liabilities of the parties to admiralty cases in which appeals from final decrees are allowed"); id. § 1292(b) (permitting appeals from orders that both the district court and court of appeals certify "involve[] a controlling question of law as to which there is substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation"); id. § 1651 (authorizing writs).
2 5 See FED. R. Civ. P. 23(f) (permitting interlocutory appeals from orders granting or denying class certification); FED. R. CIv. P. 54(b) (authorizing a district court to enter a final judgment for some (but not all) of the claims or parties in such a case "if the court expressly determines that there is no just reason for delay").
26 See Cohen v. Beneficial Indus. Loan Corp., 337 U.S. 541, 545-47 (1949) ; Perlman v. United States, 247 U.S. 7, 12-13 (1918). On whether Cohen created an "exception" to the final judgment rule, see infra note 118. One additional judicial exception might be "pragmatic finality" under Gillespie v. United States Steel Corp., 379 U.S. 148 (1964) . See generally Redish, supra note 4. The Supreme Court appears to have limited Gillespie to its unique facts: the district court's order (which had struck some but not all of a plaintiffs Third (and perhaps most importantly), the current system of interlocutory appeals is not sufficiently predictable. To be sure, some of the exceptions are themselves uncontroversial; they are relatively simple and predictable, and they strike a reasonable balance between the needs of efficiency and error correction. But these predictable exceptions are also quite narrow. They apply only in specific and sometimes rare situations, such as orders refusing to compel arbitration and orders granting or denying class certification.
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The broader exceptions are much less predictable. They are plagued by vague terms and inconsistent treatment in the courts, such that both litigants and judges spend far too much time trying to determine what can be appealed and when. 36 The collateral order doctrine best illustrates this problem of predictability. The doctrine (as discussed in greater depth below) consists of a three-part test for determining whether a district court order can be immediately appealed. The order must:
(1) "conclusively determine the disputed question," (2) "resolve an important issue completely separate from the merits of the action, and" (3) "be effectively unreviewable on appeal from a final judgment." 37 The collateral order doctrine is both the most common and most maligned exception to the final judgment rule; commentators bemoan its vague terms, unpredictable application, and inconsistent treatment in the Supreme Court. 3 8 substantial ground for difference of opinion" when "an immediate appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate termination of the litigation"). 
B. Reform and Consequences
Given these criticisms, the literature on interlocutory appeals often calls for reform. 39 And proposed reforms generally fall into one of two camps. 40 One proposes a system of largely categorical rules listing the types of orders that can be appealed before final judgment. 4 1 Under such a regime, rulemakers would determine what classes of orders merit immediate appeal. 42 The other camp of reformers advocates a system of largely discretionary jurisdiction over interlocutory orders. This approach would limit or eliminate many of the current exceptions to the final judgment rule, replacing them with the courts of appeals' discretion to grant or deny interlocutory appeals. 43 The disagreement between these two camps largely concerns the likely effects of the proposed reforms. Commentators on both sides of the debate agree generally on the relevant values and considerations: they all want a system that permits immediate appeals when the benefits outweigh the costs, (1997) . And a portion of the literature focuses on the appealability of specific types of district court decisions via either an existing or new avenue of interlocutory appeal. See generally Feldman, supra note 4 (addressing the appealability of district court orders denying the appointment of counsel); Pollis, supra note 4 (addressing the appealability of district court orders in multi-district litigation); Robertson, supra note 4 (addressing the appealability of discovery orders implicating claims of privilege); Waters, supra note 4 (addressing the appealability of district court orders in mass-tort cases).
41 See Carrington, supra note 4, at 167-68; Glynn, supra note 4, at 259; Rosenberg, supra note 28, at 179.
42 Timothy P. Glynn has argued for clear rules that permit an immediate appeal in specific categories of "problem areas." See Glynn, supra note 4, at 259 ("Expansion of interlocutory appellate review should be limited primarily to mandatory review of narrowly defined categories of orders within 'problem areas."'). Glynn does not, however, suggest any particular "problem areas" for which categorical rules should be drawn. and they agree that striking this balance requires attention to the effects or consequences of the proposed reforms.44 The literature thus evaluates potential reforms by asking whether they would, for example, result in too many interlocutory appeals, correct enough district court errors that are in need of immediate correction, unduly delay trial court proceedings, or result in parties using interlocutory appeals to harass the other side. 45 As in many legal debates, advocates of both categorical rules and discretion claim that their proposed reform will have the better consequences. 46 And these claims often focus largely on the effects of their reforms. This "empirical" component of the debate addresses the observable changes in the world-for example, the actual number of additional appeals or the actual delay in trial court proceedings. To be sure, these claims also have an evaluative component that requires a value judgment-for example, whether the number of additional appeals is "too many" or whether the delay in trial court proceedings is "undue." But "empirical" claims dominate the discussion, such that the debate over interlocutory appeals could largely be influenced by empirical evidence.
Few writing in this area rely on such evidence. They instead rely on assumptions about litigant and judicial behavior when predicting the effects of possible reforms. The debate about consequences and effects thus takes place at an abstract level, driven by logic and reason rather than evidence and experience.
Consider, for example, the argument about appellate workloads. By nearly all accounts, the federal appellate courts have too many cases, and reform efforts are thus sensitive to potentially increasing appellate caseloads. Those arguing for discretionary review contend that their reform will not increase caseloads and might actually decrease them. Howard B. Eisenberg and Alan B. Morrison assert a switch to discretion will result in only a "short term" increase in workload, as courts will have to begin deciding petitions for review as well as more cases on the merits. 4 7 But "[i]n the long term," they argue, "as the courts become accustomed to working with the new rule, any increase will be more than offset by decreases in appeals from final judgments." 4 8 Eisenberg and Morrison also predict that the number of petitions for appeal, will not be overwhelming because "[1]itigants and their counsel will recognize that the process is designed for the exceptional case and that seeking interlocutory review over routine rulings will generally not be a way to improve relations with the trial judge who is still handling the case." 49 And the time for reviewing petitions to appeal, Eisenberg and Morrison argue, would be minimal; "judges (without the need for law clerk input in most cases) should be able to read the papers quite quickly and make an informed judgment about whether the case warrants an exception to the final judgment rule." 5 0 Timothy P. Glynn disagrees. He contends that discretionary review would instead increase the courts of appeals' workload, and he attributes this increase to "the possibility of multiple appeals" in a single case and interlocutory appeals from cases that would have otherwise never been appealed due to issues becoming moot or the case ultimately settling. 5 1 And according to Glynn, if the courts of appeals want to hear immediate appeals when necessary to avoid irreparable harm, they will have to spend significant time with appeal petitions. "Many errors are subtle," he notes, "involving the inappropriate extension of a legal principle or a misapplication of the law. .. . Careful review may
[therefore] be necessary to determine whether there is probable error." 52 Related to workload arguments are those about "collateral litigation" over whether a particular order is immediately appealable. Glynn recognizes that categorical rules "will produce some collateral litigation on the issue of appealability," but he suggests that "a carefully worded category-based rule is unlikely to spawn the quantum of collateral litigation that judicially crafted interpretive doctrines or exceptions governed by broadly defined standards have generated in the past." 53 Advocates of discretion disagree. 54 Categorical rules, they argue, are likely to spawn collateral litigation just like their judicially crafted counterparts. 5 5 Robert J. Martineau states this position plainly: categorical rules "will not decrease, and will almost inevitably increase, litigation over what is appealable of right." 56 So who's right? Who knows? Eisenberg and Morrison, Glynn, and Martineau all present plausible arguments; a switch to discretionary review might produce more work for the courts of appeals, or it might produce less. Even if the ,direction of the change were clear (say, that appeals would increase), the magnitude wouldn't. And without first knowing this effect, it is difficult to make the evaluative judgment of whether that increase would be "too much."
The argument over whether rulemaking would be sufficiently flexible also demonstrates the abstract nature of debates over interlocutory appeal reform; both sides present plausible-yet-conflicting arguments about the flexibility of rulemaking and offer no way for determining who is right. Rulemaking, advocates of rules argue, could both reflect current experience and adapt through amendment or revision to changing circumstances.
5 7 Rulemakers could add or subtract categories from the list of immediately appealable orders as experience warrants; "[flor example, at some point, an area of the law may cease to be a problem area-or become less of a problem than other areas-and interlocutory review can be abandoned." 58 And rulemakers could "feel free to remove a category if it creates an unanticipated burden for the circuit courts or unforeseen hardships for litigants or district courts." 59 Advocates of discretion doubt these claims of flexibility. Appellate jurisdiction, they argue, is inherently complex with its conflicting values of efficiency and error correction, and no ex ante rule or rules could accommodate this complexity. 6 0 Martineau has suggested "that it is virtually impossible to identify in advance classes or types of interlocutory orders that should be appealable immediately." 6 1 Whether an order "should be appealable immediately will vary from period to period and from case to case," he argues, such that "attempting to classify interlocutory orders for appeal purposes whether by statute, rule, or judicial decision, can be nothing other than an exercise in futility."
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Similarly abstract disagreements over the effect of potential reforms abound in the literature. Discretion, we are told, would better develop areas of the law most in need of clarification through interlocutory review. 63 Or it wouldn't. 64 Rules will provide clear notice as to what can be appealed. 65 Or they won't. 66 A categorical approach would produce a never-ending list of exceptions to the 5 7 See Glynn, supra note 4, at 261 (contending that a categorical approach to interlocutory appeals "offers potential flexibility"); Rosenberg, supra note 28, at 179 (suggesting that "experience with [the] stubborn problem [of determining appealability] can be converted into rule-prescribed standards"). 58 Glynn, supra note 4, at 261.
591d.
60 See Cooper, supra note 4, at 157; Martineau, supra note 4, at 775; Nagel, supra note 4, at 216. 61 Martineau, supra note 4, at 775. 62 Id 63 See Eisenberg & Morrison, supra note 4, at 291 (noting that the current appellate regime "denies review to many 'non-final' orders. . . whose resolution would aid in the development of the law").
64 See Glynn, supra note 4, at 250 ("Discretionary review ... will produce neither the amount nor the type of appellate review needed to clarify the law in areas that historically have evaded review.").
65 Rosenberg, supra note 28, at 179 (suggesting that rules "will give both the courts and the bar a basis for knowing which interlocutory orders are immediately appealable").
66 The arguments against the clarity of rules are essentially those suggesting that they will produce collateral litigation; truly "clear" rules wouldn't require substantial litigation over their scope. See supra notes 53-56 and accompanying text.
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435 final judgment rule. 67 Or it wouldn't. 68 Some say that categorical rules "offer[] the most efficient and reliable way to reduce the number of errors in interlocutory orders that inflict severe irreparable harm and to enhance development of the law." 69 Others say that "[t]he only proposal that both serves the purposes of the final judgment rule and gives the necessary flexibility to permit an immediate appeal of an interlocutory order in appropriate cases" is a system of discretion. 70 All of these arguments contain plausible positions on the effects of particular reforms. And therein lies the problem. The literature contains two inconsistent views of how best to reform interlocutory appeals, each supported by plausible-yet-conflicting claims about the consequences of those reforms. Lacking evidence as to the actual consequences of any proposed reform, there is no way to evaluate such arguments other than to agree or disagree with the logic and normative commitments at their core.
To be sure, not everyone speaks solely in logic or normative commitments. 7 1 Yet even with these exceptions, the debate over interlocutory appeals remains abstract and at an impasse.
III. JUDICIAL EXPERIMENTATION AND STANDARDS
Despite the lack of empirical support, both sides of the debate over interlocutory appeal reform take a largely consequentialist approach. This kind of approach to decisionmaking, perhaps best captured in modern legal pragmatism, emphasizes a "heightened .. . concern for consequences and thus a disposition to base policy judgments on them rather than on conceptualisms and 67 See Martineau, supra note 4, at 774. 68 See Glynn, supra note 4, at 261 ("The list [of immediately appealable orders] should never be long, and categories should be limited to true problem areas. . . 69 1d. at 260. 70 Martineau, supra note 4, at 788. 71 Edward H. Cooper, for example, once emphasized that "the relationships between trial courts and appellate courts must be rested on the lessons of experience," not "a process of logical reasoning from unshakable premises about the nature of the appellate process." Cooper, supra note 4, at 158. A few discretion advocates have also tried to rely on Wisconsin's experience with discretionary appeals. Wisconsin adopted a system of discretionary appeals in 1978, see Wis. STAT. ANN. § 808.03(2) (West 1994) , and discretion has apparently worked well in Wisconsin; appellate workloads have been manageable, the potential flood of frivolous appeals never materialized, and trial court proceedings have not been exceedingly delayed. See Eisenberg & Morrison, supra note 4, at 297-301; Martineau, supra note 4, at 777-87. This demonstrates, discretion advocates have argued, that many of the concerns about discretion in the federal system are overblown. See Martineau, supra note 4, at 777. Rule advocates have responded, however, that unique characteristics of federal litigation (greater complexity, well-resourced parties) render the Wisconsin experience largely unhelpful in predicting the possible federal experience. See Glynn, supra note 4, at 236-37.
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[ Vol. 74:3 generalities." 72 But the debate also illustrates one of the major problems of consequence-focused approaches: even if lawmakers agree that consequences should guide legal reform, and even if they can agree on what the best consequences would be, it can be difficult to determine which reform would produce the best consequences. Experimentation offers one solution to this issue, as it often produces atleast some evidence about the effects of an approach to a particular legal problem. In this Part, I first explain why an experimental approach would be appropriate in the context of interlocutory appeals. I then present one general means of facilitating judicial experimentation, specifically, the use of a standard in a hierarchical judicial system.
A. Judicial Experimentation in Interlocutory Appeals
Many know Justice Brandeis's statement that "one of the happy incidents of the federal system [is] that a single courageous State may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country." 73 Yet experimentation need not be a solely legislative phenomenon; judges can also experiment. 74 And such experimentation can take various forms. Legislatures can encourage it, as illustrated by Andrew S. Gold's recent call for legislation permitting courts to experiment with methods for selecting the lead plaintiff in securities class actions.
5
Judges can also initiate and conduct their own experiments, and "percolation" theory is perhaps the most popular justification for such judgedriven experimentation. 76 Under this theory, Supreme Court justices should 7 2 RICHARD A. POSNER, How JUDGES THINK 238 (2008). "Consequences" in this sense is a broad term, encompassing "systemic, including institutional, consequences as well as consequences of the decision in the case at hand." Id.
73 New State Ice Co. v. Liebmann, 285 U.S. 262, 311 (1932) (Brandeis, J., dissenting). 74 By judicial experimentation, I do not merely mean a court trying out a new approach to a legal problem; innovation alone does not constitute experimentation Experimentation as I mean it requires an attention to the consequences of a legal approach. Experimentation thus primarily occurs when a court or (more often) multiple courts try different approaches to a single legal problem, thereby allowing a comparison of those approaches' consequences.
Conceivably, however, experimentation could occur when a court tries only one approachit could find that the one approach has the consequences it hoped for and accordingly stick with it, not trying anything else. 
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437 allow several different courts of appeals to decide a legal issue-to let it "percolate" in the lower courts-before stepping in to resolve it. Views vary on percolation's exact benefit. Some suggest it improves the Supreme Court's reasoning-the lower courts offer several ways to, for example, interpret a piece of statutory text, and the Supreme Court can pick the "best" interpretation. 77 Others emphasize percolation's ability to generate evidence about the actual consequences of different approaches to a single legal issue. 7 8 Michael C. Dorf, for example, has suggested that Supreme Court decisionmaking could benefit from consequence-focused percolation. 79 Both judges and academic commentators question whether percolation's theoretical benefits actually materialize, as it is unclear whether the process percolation theory envisions actually occurs. Some question whether Supreme Court Justices care about or even read lower court opinions. 84 So if percolation's supposed benefit stems from lower courts' reasoning, it is unclear whether that reasoning actually reaches the Supreme Court. 85 And if percolation is meant to generate evidence as to the actual consequences of different approaches to a single legal issue, the Court must monitor or otherwise learn about those consequences. The Court doesn't appear to do so. 86 Finally, even if the Supreme Court did try to learn from the courts of appeals' experience, some question whether that actually results in better Supreme Court decisions. 87 Moreover, percolation can have significant costs. Percolation requires disuniformity in interpretations of federal law, such that similarly situated litigants will be treated differently depending on the circuit in which they litigate. This, critics argue, is inequitable, and conflicts with notions of a "national" law. 88 Critics also suggest that percolation fosters uncertainty and unnecessary litigation. 89 Percolation thus imposes costs on individuals, and those costs are particularly high for those that operate in more than one circuit (like corporations 
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OHIO STATE LA WJOURNAL This all being said, the general arguments for and against percolation are too acontextual to determine its merit in any particular context. 9 1 Specifically with regard to generating evidence about the consequences of various legal approaches, percolation could work in some contexts but not in others. For some issues, courts might be able to monitor and internalize the evidence percolation generates. And the costs of disuniformity and unnecessary litigation might vary among contexts. In short, whether percolation will work and at what cost will likely depend on the context. 92 In the context of interlocutory appeals, percolation could work. The courts of appeals have both the ability and incentive to monitor and use evidence about the consequences of different appealability rules since these consequences are mostly internal to the courts. If, for example, permitting interlocutory appeals over a particular type of order results in too many appeals, the courts of appeals will likely notice. The same is true for other consequences, such as the rate of district court error (and concomitant need for the review), the delay in district court proceedings, and the use of interlocutory appeals for delay or harassment. Thus, the common criticism that courts lack the means to monitor the consequences of divergent approaches is weaker in the context of interlocutory appeals.
Moreover, the percolation's costs are likely smaller in this context. To the extent that conflicting interpretations of law affect litigant behavior, a conflict over the availability of an interlocutory appeal likely has a smaller effect on primary behavior than a conflict over substantive law. If the Eighth and Tenth Circuits reach conflicting interpretations of a substantive federal law, people in Kansas City, Missouri will be subject to different law than people in Kansas City, Kansas. And this differential could, as critics of percolation note, affect pre-litigation behavior. Differential availability of an interlocutory appeal, however, is less likely to do so. To be sure, there is arguably something inequitable when a litigant in the Eighth Circuit can appeal an interlocutory order but a litigant in the Tenth Circuit cannot; the litigant in the Tenth Circuit might end up settling rather than taking the case to final judgment. But prelitigation, outside-the-courtroom effects, are probably small or even nonexistent. Accordingly, conflicts in the law of interlocutory appeals seem to have fewer costs than conflicts in other areas.
91 See Dorf, supra note 46, at 66 (" [B] alanced against the learning facilitated in each case by temporary disuniformity are the costs that may accompany legal uncertainty, including unprotected reliance, inability to plan, and excessive litigation. Hence, percolation will frequently not be worth the cost. This is not to say, however, that percolation would never be justified." (footnotes omitted)); see also Estreicher & Sexton, supra note 76, at 720. The general criticisms of judicial experimentation via percolation thus have less force in the context of interlocutory appeals. 9 3 Indeed, judicial experimentation might be one way past the current impasse in the debate over interlocutory appeals; the debate is about consequences, but we have little information on the actual consequences of any proposed reform. Some experimentation could address this lack.
The rest of this Article advocates an approach to percolation that focuses on the use of standards in a hierarchical judicial system. The rules and standards literature has long suggested that standards are one way to generate information as to the consequences of an approach to a legal problem. But the literature has overlooked the full extent to which standards can facilitate judicial learning by focusing on a single court. Broadening the analysis to include multiple lower courts in a judicial hierarchy reveals that standards have the potential to foster experimentation in a way that should prove useful to debates over interlocutory appeals.
B. Standards in Transition
The distinction between rules and standards will be familiar to most readers 94 (Frederick Schauer recently called it "tediously" so 95 ). In brief, legal directives exist on a continuum of precision between rules and standards. 96 The prototypical rule at one end has a definite factual trigger and a determinate outcome, 97 while the prototypical standard at the other end directly invokes 9 3 These considerations might suggest that percolation would be appropriate in other procedural or jurisdictional contexts. That might be the case, and I briefly return to this point in Part IV.C. 94 The rules and standards literature is vast. Helpful discussions can be found in 
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OHIO STATE LA WJOURNAL some underlying purpose. 9 8 A posted speed limit of fifty-five miles per hour is a rule; an order to "drive safely" is a standard. Rules and standards have their own virtues and vices. Rules are often more predictable, more certain, and better at constraining power than standards. 9 9 These benefits come at the cost, however, of sometimes dictating outcomes that are inconsistent with the rule's underlying purpose. This is often described as rules' over-and underinclusion. 0 0 Standards are thought to be the opposite, as they are flexible, adaptable, and better at attaining their underlying purpose. But they are also often unpredictable and a poor check on abuses of power. 0 '
Given the costs and benefits of each approach, neither rules nor standards are inherently better than the other. Instead, the superiority of one over the other depends on context. 102 In some contexts, the benefits of having a rule-any rule-might outweigh any substantive injustices that result from a rule's overand underinclusion. And when certainty and predictability are of particular value, rules also might be the better choice. But in contexts in which adaptability is especially important, a standard might better accommodate the relevant interests.
The choice of a rule or standard is not necessarily static or final. Rules sometimes become more standard-like, and-of particular relevance herestandards sometimes transition into rules. Such transitional standards, as the HARV. L. REv. 1214 REv. (2010 . Some commentators take a more narrow, "economic" approach. See Korobkin, supra note 94, at 31 ("Analyses are economic in a narrower sense . . . when they set aside deontological, rights-based arguments and political philosophy arguments about rules and standards and emphasize the incentive effects the choice of form will have on the behavior of citizens who are subject to the law and on those charged with enforcing the law." (footnotes omitted)). John Preis and Jonathan Remy Nash have suggested that such an approach is appropriate in the jurisdictional context, where other, non-economic interests have less relevance. See Nash, supra note 10, at 529 n.74 ("The choice between rules and standards as democracy enhancing does not seem to weigh heavily in either direction in the context of jurisdictional boundaries."); Preis, supra note 10, at 170 n.110 (arguing that "noneconomic perspectives on" rules and standards "contribute comparatively little" to a discussion of district court subject matter jurisdiction, because such jurisdiction "do[es] not regulate primary conduct, but rather regulate[s] the forum for resolving disputes over primary conduct"). 102 Although some writing about rules and standards has expressed a categorical preference for one, see, e.g., Antonin Scalia, The Rule ofLaw as a Law of Rules, 56 U. CHi. L. REv. 1175, 1178 (1989), much of the literature recognizes that the superiority of a rule or standard can be decided only in context, see Grodin, supra note 94, at 572; Kaplow, supra note 94, at 596; Sunstein, supra note 94, at 1016.
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rules and standards literature has sometimes noted, can help judges learn about the operation of the law. The traditional story of learning through standards is one of refinement. A court is faced with a new legal issue, and it must decide how it should articulate doctrine to address it. The court might prefer a clear rule because, for example, the context is one in which clarity and predictability are especially valued. Yet the court might also believe that clarity and predictability are not so important to require a rule, any rule, immediately. The court might instead want only an "appropriate" rule-one whose benefits (clarity and predictability) outweigh its costs (the substantive injustice of overand underinclusion). When first faced with such an issue, a court might lack the information necessary to fashion an appropriate rule. It might not know, for example, what factual considerations are relevant to attaining a given purpose; the situation might be too novel or uncertain. 103 And the court might have no means for discovering ex ante all the relevant considerations. In such cases, it will be impossible for the court to fashion an appropriate rule in the first instance.
The court might accordingly decide to use a standard.1 04 This is not only because a standard is all that is left. A standard might also help accumulate the information necessary to craft an appropriate rule. By initially employing a standard-its "broad-ranging factual inquiry" not limiting the information considered-the court can consider the entire universe of facts that may further a particular purpose. 105 With repeated application of this standard, patterns will likely emerge. Certain facts, for example, will appear consistently relevant to furthering a given purpose, and others consistently irrelevant. 10 6 Repeated use of the standard thus reveals relevant factual considerations for fashioning an appropriate rule.
As more cases are decided and the pool of information grows, the benefits of continuing to use the standard likely diminish. 07 Each application of the standard might illustrate some additional information, but there will generally come a point at which the standard is no longer needed. This could be because the benefit of gleaning additional information will outweigh the cost. Or the court could believe it has accumulated sufficient information to craft an 104 See id. 105 Ehrlich & Posner, supra note 94, at 266. 106Id.; Kennedy, supra note 94, at 1706. As a simplified example, a court might first encounter a case in which facts A, B, and C are present, and it determines that outcome X would best serve a given purpose. In the next case, with facts A, B, and D, the court might determine that outcome Y is preferred. And in a third case, with facts C, D, and E, outcome X might again be best. These cases begin to suggest what facts are relevant (e.g., the presence or absence of C) to attaining a given purpose. This is a commonly recognized use of standards to facilitate judicial learning. This concept of judicial learning is limited, however, by its focus on a single court. Many discussions of judicial learning through the use of standards implicitly envision a single court that is presumably bound by stare decisis.110 The court initially announces a standard that it then refines, cutting off the less relevant factual considerations until it reaches a rule. Importantly, this single court presumably moves in only a single direction-that is, tries only one approach-at any given time. And this is normally toward the ultimate rule. Granted, some of the steps along that path might be inconsistent with one another, moving in fits and starts. But notions of stare decisis limit the number of approaches a single court can take at any given time.
C. Standards and Multi-court Experimentation
The literature on rules and standards has thus recognized an important way in which standards can facilitate judicial learning. But by focusing on a single court, the literature has not recognized standards' full potential. Expanding the analysis to include a single upper court (such as the United States Supreme Court) and multiple courts (such as the several circuits of the United States courts of appeals) reveals another way of using standards to accumulate information relevant to fashioning legal doctrine.
In the federal judiciary, this multi-court use of standards to experiment would work as follows. The Supreme Court adopts a standard for a particular legal problem, and it pitches that standard at a relatively high level of generality. Such a standard would by definition provide a range of acceptable ways to resolve the problem. The courts of appeals would then be. tasked with applying that standard to subsequent cases. And because the standard allows for a range of acceptable resolutions, the different circuits of the courts of appeals might develop different approaches to resolving this single problem, perhaps even refining the standard into different rules. (Something akin to this can be seen in circuit splits over the interpretation of a Supreme Court decision.) The courts of appeals would then repeatedly apply their different approaches to cases that come before them, and notions of precedent and stare decisis would likely provide some consistency in application. Repeated application of these different approaches within the different circuits would generate evidence as to their consequences. And because multiple courts would simultaneously apply their different rules, the generation of this evidence would be more rapid than that generated by a single court.
If a split between the circuits persisted, the courts of appeals could resolve it themselves. Courts on one side of the split might determine that their approach had unforeseen or undesirable consequences, or they might determine that the approach taken by other courts had superior consequences. These courts might then sit en banc to reevaluate the approach they took. In doing so, they could rely on the experiences of the various circuits. Alternatively, the Supreme Court could step in and resolve the split. And when it did so, the Court could choose to base its decision on the evidence generated in the courts of appeals.
This multi-court focus captures the courts of appeals' ability to rapidly and simultaneously generate information on the consequences of different approaches to a single issue. Such an approach might be particularly fruitful in the context of interlocutory appeals, as set forth in the next Part.
IV. EXPERIMENTING WITH A REIMAGINED COLLATERAL ORDER DocTRINE
As set out above, interlocutory appellate reform could benefit from some means of generating evidence about the consequences of different rules; judicial experimentation might be a particularly appropriate way of generating that evidence in this context; and in a hierarchical court system like the federal judiciary, the use of a standard could facilitate such experimentation. This Part illustrates one way that judicial experimentation through standards could work in the interlocutory appeals context. I propose a modest means for accomplishing this-relaxing the requirements of the current collateral order exception to the final judgment rule. I propose this specific approach for two reasons. First, it's more likely, as the history of the two major proposed interlocutory appeal reforms indicates. Switching to a regime of entirely discretionary review would be a radical change in appellate procedure that might even require an act of Congress.111
Ill But see Steinman, supra note 3, at 1278-80 (arguing that the All Writs Act currently allows for discretionary appeals).
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Despite several decades of arguments for discretionary appeals,"l 2 no such reform appears on the horizon. A wholesale switch to categorical rules also seems unlikely. To be sure, the Supreme Court has recently endorsed the use of rulemaking to define appealable interlocutory orders, 1 3 leading some to suggest that judicial exceptions to the final judgment rule are things of the past.'1 4 The courts of appeals nevertheless continue to hold that new types of interlocutory orders can be immediately appealed.15 And the Supreme Court's power to define through rulemaking those orders that can be immediately appealed has laid largely dormant;11 6 since Congress gave the Court this power in the early 1990s, it has used it only once, to permit appeals of class certification decisions.1 7 Second, a modest reform of the collateral order doctrine is feasible. As explained below, one can already find hints of a relaxed, standardlike approach to collateral orders in a few judicial opinions, and there exists at least one historical example of the courts of appeals learning through "12 See, e.g., Cooper, supra note 4, at 163-64; Eisenberg & Morrison, supra note 4, at 293-302; Redish, supra note 4, at 124-27; Nagel, supra note 4, at 214-22. experimentation in the context of interlocutory appeals. In short, the courts could do this. This Part first explores the current state of the collateral order exception, revealing its limited usefulness in facilitating multi-court experimentation. It then turns to reimagining the collateral order doctrine as more standard-like, relaxing the requirements to create room for different approaches to a single issue. Finally, this Part briefly addresses the potential for a similar "percolative" approach in other procedural and jurisdictional contexts.
A. The Inadequacy of the Current Collateral Order Exception
The collateral order exception started out simple enough." 8 in Cohen v. Beneficial Loan Corp., the Supreme Court held that a district court's order refusing to apply a New Jersey law in a diversity case was immediately appealable.119 The New Jersey statute required plaintiffs in shareholder derivative suits to post a bond before proceeding, thereby guaranteeing that they could, if unsuccessful, pay the defense's costs and fees.1 20 The corporation appealed this interlocutory decision, and the Supreme Court deemed the order immediately appealable. It held that the district court's order "appear[ed] to fall (citation omitted)), and Will v. Hallock, 546 U.S. 345, 349 (2006) (same). To the extent this debate over the collateral order doctrine's proper characterization is relevant, I suspect it relates only to debates over the doctrine's legitimacy. See Martineau, supra note 4, at 776; Steinman, supra note 3, at 1256. But see Solimine, supra note 4, at 1184. Some contend, for example, that courts shouldn't create exceptions to the jurisdictional boundaries Congress has drawn, see Martineau, supra note 4, at 776, so the collateral order doctrine must stem from an interpretation of a jurisdictional statute for it to be legitimate. But if it is supposed to be an interpretation, some question whether one can plausibly get the collateral order doctrine from the language of § 1291-they ask how the courts can legitimately treat orders that are clearly not "final" in the everyday sense of the word as "final" for purposes of § 1291. Steinman, supra note 3, at 1252. Although these issues (the proper characterization of the doctrine and its relation to the word "final" in § 1291) could conceivably be relevant when fashioning the scope and substance of the collateral order doctrine, they largely address whether the doctrine should exist at all. This Article is not concerned with this issue, taking the doctrine's existence as a given.
119 337 U.S. 541, 546-47 (1949) .
120Id. at 544-45.
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in that small class which finally determine claims of right separable from, and collateral to, rights asserted in the action, too important to be denied review and too independent of the cause itself to require that appellate consideration be deferred until the whole case is adjudicated."'21
Out of Cohen grew the collateral order doctrine.1 22 As the case law developed, the collateral order exception transformed from a vague standard into a strict rule.1 23 Cohen and the cases immediately following it did not clearly say what was required for an immediate appeal; they instead asked only whether the order was "too important to be denied review and too independent of the cause itself to require that appellate consideration be deferred."l 24 In Coopers & Lybrand v. Livesay, however, the Supreme Court refined the requirements for a collateral order appeal into a three-part test-for a district court order to be immediately appealable, it must:
(1) "conclusively determine the disputed question," (2) "resolve an important issue completely separate from the merits of the action, and" This test is, to be sure, not a radical semantic departure from Cohen.1 26 But with this new formula, the Court moved from a standard to a rule for collateral order cases. Rather than the vague suggestion that an order be "too important" and "too independent" to defer review, Coopers & Lybrand asked a much more precise question. The three requirements became strict preconditions to appeal; courts are to apply them stringently, and the absence of any one requirement answers the question against appealability.1
27
This strict approach to collateral order appeals does little to facilitate experimentation. The requirements are substantially underinclusive, and that underinclusiveness limits judicial experimentation. The multi-court experimentation just described works best with some disuniformity among the circuits; courts need to adopt different approaches to a single question if they are to simultaneously generate evidence as to the consequences of those different approaches. The three collateral order requirements, along with the necessity that they all be present, narrow the range of possible decisions that courts can reach. And this limit comes without substantial countervailing benefits.
Consider the requirement that an order be "completely separate" from the merits to be appealable. This requirement's purpose is presumably to avoid 126 Cohen described appealable collateral orders as those that "finally determine claims of right separable from, and collateral to, rights asserted in the action, too important to be denied review and too independent of the cause itself to require that appellate consideration be deferred until the whole case is adjudicated." 337 U.S. at 546. interlocutory appeals in which issues would overlap with the ultimate merits of the case. The extent of such overlap is certainly relevant when determining whether an order should be immediately appealable; an appeal after final judgment often involves a review of the merits, so the closer an interlocutory issue is to the merits, the greater the risks of repetitive review. Substantial overlap also risks interference with matters traditionally left to the district court, since merits issues are presumably to be resolved first in the district court. This can lead to friction between federal appellate and district judges as well as delays in trial court proceedings.
If the "completely separate" requirement means what it says, however, the range of tolerable overlap is quite narrow--any overlap with the merits would seem to answer the question against appealability. The "completely separate" requirement thus limits the approaches that courts can take to the appealability of particular issues.
This limit seems unnecessary. It is at least conceivable that in some cases some overlap should be tolerated. Indeed, requiring that an order have absolutely no connection to the merits seems unnecessarily harsh when a lack of immediate review would result in an immense and irreparable harm. 128 Surely courts could tolerate some overlap with the merits in such a case. And in practice, they sometimes do; qualified immunity appeals are the prime example.1 29 Outside of the collateral order context, other exceptions to the final judgment rule tolerate or even embrace some overlap; interlocutory review of class certification "will entail some overlap with the merits of the plaintiffs More often than not, however, courts treat the collateral order requirement that an order be "completely separate" from the merits to mean what it says-an order must have no bearing on the merits of a case to be appealable. There are only so many ways to answer the question of whether an order is "completely separate," and this limited range of answers inhibits disuniformity among the courts of appeals. Thus, to the extent courts feel bound by the "completely separate" requirement, it limits judicial experimentation.
The requirement that an order be "effectively unreviewable" has similar problems. This requirement's purpose is generally to avoid some harms that would occur absent an immediate appeal. Like overlap with the merits, considerations of harm should factor into the appealability calculus; the greater the potential harm, the greater the benefit of an interlocutory appeal.
With a few exceptions, however, the Supreme Court has suggested that irreparable harm alone is not enough for an order to satisfy this requirement;1 32 "the mere identification of some interest that would be 'irretrievably lost' has never sufficed to meet the third Cohen requirement. 131See, e.g., Ezell v. City of Chicago, 651 F.3d 684, 694 (7th Cir. 2011) ("To win a preliminary injunction, a party must show that it has (1) no adequate remedy at law and will suffer irreparable harm if a preliminary injunction is denied and (2) some likelihood of success on the merits.").
132 The meaning of this requirement has shifted over the years as the Supreme Court has taken various approaches to defining it. In some cases, the Court seems to ask whether the issue being appealed would become moot by the end of the district court proceedings; were it to become moot, there would be no appellate review. See 541, 545-46 (1949) . Other times the Court appears to ask whether the party seeking appeal will suffer irreparable harm without immediate review; the greater the harm, the more likely the order is "effectively 'unreviewable"' and "fail[ed] to explain precisely [what] alternative is acceptable or the circumstances in which each line is preferred or even necessary").
13 3 Digital Equip. Corp., 511 U.S. at 872.
review must instead "imperil a substantial public interest" or "some particular value of a high order." 34 In other words, lack of appeal must threaten a special systemic interest, not an individual one. Such a specific requirement again limits the number of ways in which the courts of appeals can decide the issue of appealability. And again, doing so seems unnecessary. Considerations of harm, any kind of harm, appear in several other exceptions to the final judgment rule.1 35 The collateral order doctrine's requirement that a special systemic interest be harmed ignores cases in which the benefit of preventing a non-special harm outweighs the cost of permitting appeal.
In short, the current collateral order doctrine is rule-like, and like many rules it has a limited range of acceptable ways to resolve a problem. To the extent courts feel bound by the current rule-like approach, they are discouraged from experimenting. If the collateral order doctrine is to foster experimentation, it needs to be relaxed.
B. Relaxing the Collateral Order Requirements
A more standard-like approach to collateral order appeals would broaden the range of acceptable decisions and thus facilitate experimentation among the courts of appeals. The use of standards alone, however, does not inevitably lead to robust experimentation. Courts must also evaluate the consequences of any given approach with a readiness to revisit the issue once those consequences are known. The changes would need to be both doctrinal and functional. I address each of these changes in turn.
Doctrinally, the collateral order exception would essentially return to the original statement in Cohen-an order must be "too important to be denied review and too independent of the cause itself to require that appellate consideration be deferred."l 36 In other words, courts would ask whether the benefit of an immediate appeal for a type of order outweighs the costs. This is admittedly vague. But this vagueness is a virtue; it not only permits the sort of experimentation discussed in this Article, but also allows courts to consider a variety of things that are relevant to the question of whether to allow an immediate appeal. For example, a standard-like approach would take a much less strict approach to considerations of overlap and harm. As discussed above, there is little reason to require complete separation from the merits. Rather than strictly require that an order be "completely separate," a more standard-like approach could ask whether an order was "sufficiently" separate, thereby encouraging courts to tolerate some overlap when other interests weigh in favor of permitting an appeal. And as to harm, the greater the harm-whatever the interest harmed-the greater the need for an immediate appeal to avoid that harm.
Other considerations would also be relevant, such as the likelihood of district court reconsideration. If a district court is likely to revisit a decision, the need for immediate review is lower; the would-be appellant might be satisfied after the revisiting, and an unnecessary appeal would be averted. This consideration thus saves appellate courts from entering a dispute when a district court might later render appellate review unnecessary. And the likelihood of reconsideration would be only one consideration among many. There could be types of orders that a district court is only marginally likely to revisit, but if the other interests favoring immediate appeal are slight this minor likelihood might be enough to answer the question against appealability. There might also be currently requires that courts reach a categorical decision on whether that type of order, as a class, should be appealable; the allowance or denial of an appeal extends to all cases, not just the case before it. See Cunningham v. Hamilton Cnty., 527 U.S. 198, 206 (1999); Digital Equip. Corp. v. Desktop Direct, Inc., 511 U.S. 863, 868 (1994) . This categorical requirement is troubling under the current state of the law, as it asks courts to make a generally pragmatic assessment of the costs and benefits of immediate appeal based on limited data-the particular case before the court. If subsequent experience reveals that the assumptions underlying that initial decision were flawed (and they very well could be, considering the limited information the court had when making the decision), the current collateral order exception does not invite reconsideration. Under an experimental approach, however, the categorical requirement is less troubling. The experimentation discussed in this Article needs some sort of stare decisis; courts need to stick to an approach for some time if they are to generate evidence as to its effects. Accordingly, requiring a categorical decision the first time an issue arises could foster experimentation, as it would provide a rule that the court would stick with, at least for some time. It should be noted, however, that the current categorical requirement is not as constricting as the doctrine might indicate, as the courts of appeals do not appear to adhere too strictly to the categorical approach. Indeed, some courtstypes of orders that present a fair chance of reconsideration but so merit immediate review that these chances are overborne. 138 The previous three considerations map nicely onto the traditional three requirements for collateral order appeals (that an order be conclusive, separate, and effectively unreviewable); they are simply more standard-like approaches to them. But other costs and benefits of allowing an immediate appeal should also be considered. A court taking this approach would need to consider the likelihood of district court errors, the need to address an underdeveloped area of the law that rarely reaches an appeal due to settlement before final judgment, the likely number of appeals, the potential for abuse given that litigants might use immediate appeals to harass other parties or delay proceedings, and potential alternative avenues for review. 139 Functionally, the more standard-like approach would permit the courts of appeals to adopt different rules as to the appealability of particular types of orders. For example, when first faced with the issue, one court of appeals might hold that denials of a government contractor's claim to derivative sovereign immunity are not immediately appealable collateral orders while another decides that they are. 14 0 When initially reaching this decision, these courts would likely need to make some assumptions about the costs and benefits of permitting such appeals. They might guess at the potential increase in appeals by estimating the incidence of derivative sovereign immunity claims, and they might hypothesize about the need for immediate review by estimating how often district courts are likely to err in this context. These considerations and others are relevant to deciding whether denials of derivative sovereign immunity should be immediately appealed. But the direction and magnitude of these considerations-whether and how much they weigh for or against appealability-is unclear. The potential increase in appeals might be small or significant, and the courts of appeals might primarily reverse or affirm district court decisions. Because reasonable arguments can be made about the influence of each of these considerations, similarly reasonable arguments can be made that the general costs of permitting appeals in this context outweigh the benefits, and vice versa. Two courts of appeals could accordingly reach conflicting rules on this issue while still remaining consistent with a standard-like collateral order doctrine.
These courts could then repeatedly apply their rules and evaluate the consequences. The court permitting appeals would keep an eye on, for example, 138 the number of additional appeals, the delay in district court proceedings due to an appeal, whether and to what extent the court is seeing the same case more than once, and the incidence of reversible error. As this pool of information builds, the court can reassess the assumptions underlying its initial decision. If, for example, the increase in appeals was much greater than assumed, the court might sit en banc to reverse its earlier decision. The court that denied appeals would have less to monitor, as few parties would seek a run-of-the mill review after being told that appeals were not available. But there would still be a chance for en banc reconsideration of that earlier decision. A more standard-like approach would invite such a move. Again, the court would have based its initial decision on some assumptions. Litigants seeking to overturn the court's initial rule would have an incentive to undermine those assumptions. Litigants could rely on the experience within that circuit, showing, for example, that most cases settle before a district court's decision in an undeveloped area of law can be appealed. Or litigants could look to the experience of other courts to demonstrate, for example, that another circuit has seen only a small increase in appeals.
The courts of appeals might therefore resolve any circuit splits on their own. If they don't, the Supreme Court could step in to resolve the matter. And when it did so, it would be able to base its decision on the evidence gathered in the courts of appeals. If the Supreme Court was willing to consider such evidence, litigants would have a strong incentive to gather and present it to the Court.
The more standard-like approach just described is feasible. On the doctrinal front, a switch to a standard-like collateral order doctrine would be only a modest reform. For one, the standard-like approach incorporates the existing collateral order requirements, albeit in a much looser form. Further, there is some support for this more standard-like approach in the case law. The additional considerations (such as the likelihood of district court error and the likely increase in appeals) are not completely foreign to collateral order cases; although it is not common, courts sometimes mention those considerations in their decisions. 14 1 And every once in a while, a court will take a more standardlike approach to the collateral order doctrine.1 42 That all being said, most collateral order cases stick closely to the rule-like approach outlined above, and adopting a standard-like approach to collateral order cases would be a substantial change. Still, it would find some support in the existing case law.
Functionally, there is at least one historical example in which the courts of appeals took an experimental approach to the collateral order doctrine-denials lthough we sometimes speak of the three Cohen criteria as strict preconditions for appellate review, even a brief exploration of the case law reveals that they might better be regarded as guidelines in making the pragmatic determination of whether to allow an order to be immediately appealed." (citation omitted)).
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455 of motions to disqualify opposing counsel. When the issue first arose, most of the courts of appeals permitted the appeal of such orders. 14 3 But experience eventually raised serious questions about the wisdom of this approach; some of the courts permitting appeals witnessed an influx of cases, substantial trial court delays, and litigants using disqualification motions to harass other parties.1 44 This experience led several courts to ultimately hold that denials of disqualification motions were not appealable. Indeed, two courts reversed earlier decisions permitting such appeals based, at least in part, on a negative experience allowing them.
A series of Second Circuit decisions best illustrate these events. After several decisions going each way on the issue, 145 the Second Circuit eventually sat en banc in Silver Chrysler Plymouth, Inc. v. Chrysler Motors Corp. to unanimously hold that denials of disqualification motions were immediately appealable collateral orders.1 4 6 Within six years, the court apparently realized it had made a mistake and it again sat en banc to reverse course.1 47 This reversal was due, at least in part, to the Second Circuit's experience with these appeals during the intervening period.1 48 Shortly after its first en banc decision, the concluded that denials of disqualification motions would no longer be immediately appealable within that circuit. 15 8 Two appellate courts thus appear to have relied, at least in part, on their own experience to decide the appealability of denied motions to disqualify.1 59 These events reveal the potential of an experimental approach to interlocutory appeals.
More recently, however, the Supreme Court refused to rely on a similar comparison between the circuits. In Mohawk Industries, Inc. v. Carpenter, the Court held that disclosure orders adverse to the attorney-client privilege were not immediately appealable collateral orders.' 6 0 The courts of appeals had divided on the issue, and while most circuits had held that such orders were not appealable,161 three-the Third, Ninth, and D.C. Circuits-had held that they were. 162 One recurring issue in these cases was a "floodgates" argument based on courts' concern that deeming these orders appealable would result in a flood of appeals. In merits briefing before the Supreme Court, Mohawk Industries (the party arguing for appealability) and an amicus argued that experience in the three circuits permitting these orders had not caused a flood of appeals.1 63 According to that briefing, in the twelve years since the Third Circuit had held disclosure orders denying a claim of privilege were appealable collateral orders, it had apparently decided only six cases on the issue. 164 The Ninth and D.C. Circuits had each faced only one appeal on the issue since their decisions. 165 But in holding that these orders could not be immediately appealed, the Supreme Court indicated that these courts' experiences were irrelevant.1 6 6 The Court suggested that the small number of appeals in those courts might "be due The Court's suggestion is troubling from an experimental standpoint. The decision in Mohawk seemed to emphasize the importance of consequences; it concluded that "the limited benefits of applying 'the blunt, categorical instrument of § 1291 collateral order appeal' to privilege-related disclosure orders simply cannot justify the likely institutional costs" because "[p]ermitting parties to undertake successive, piecemeal appeals of all adverse attorney-client rulings would unduly delay the resolution of district court litigation and needlessly burden the Courts of Appeals."l 69 That is, the Court would not permit collateral appeals from these orders because doing so would cause too much delay and result in too many appeals. Thus, much like the literature on interlocutory appeals, the Court was consequence-focused. But it appeared to base its decision on speculation or hypothesized consequences, not the evidence of actual consequences that it had before it. To the extent courts read Mohawk to suggest that evidence of actual experience with interlocutory appeals should not influence collateral order decisions, it seems like a step in the wrong direction.
Even without Mohawk, however, the federal courts are still a ways away from experimenting with interlocutory appeals. The first step would be for the Supreme Court to relax the collateral order doctrine and send a signal to the courts of appeals that some experimentation is permissible. The courts of appeals would then need to step in to conduct the experiment and monitor the consequences. And litigants would need to adapt to this new approach, gathering their own evidence and presenting it to the courts. All of these changes, however, are feasible.
C. Percolating Procedure and Jurisdiction
As all of the above demonstrates, interlocutory appeals might be one context in which a little percolation-like judicial experimentation is not only feasible but also beneficial. This raises an interesting question as to whether similar experimentation would benefit other procedural and jurisdictional issues. Recall the reasons why percolation might work well in the interlocutory appeals context: the courts of appeals would have the ability to monitor and use evidence about the consequences of different rules, and a conflict over the availability of an interlocutory appeal likely has a smaller effect on prelitigation behavior than a conflict over substantive law.1 70 Similar arguments might apply to other procedural and jurisdictional areas; courts can generally 
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459 monitor the effect of procedural and jurisdictional rules on litigation within their jurisdiction, and many procedural rules probably have only minor effects on pre-litigation behavior.
Commentators have addressed the propriety of percolation in procedure and jurisdiction only in passing.' 7 ' It seems, though, that the categories of "procedure" and "jurisdiction" are too broad to deem percolation generally appropriate or inappropriate; the costs and benefits of percolation likely vary from issue to issue. Thus, a jurisdictional rule that apportions work among the federal courts could be a good candidate for percolation. Apportioning work among the federal courts could involve largely administrative issues that federal courts are well equipped to handle. But a jurisdictional rule that apportions work between federal and state courts might not be a good subject for judicial experimentation.1 72 Deciding whether a case should be in federal or state court involves considerations of federalism on which courts have neither expertise nor any way to monitor the effects of different rules.
Some issues in procedure and jurisdiction thus might benefit from some judicial experimentation. Indeed, judicial experimentation might be one way to bring some lessons of experience to procedure and jurisdiction-areas that are sometimes criticized for lacking common sense 173 -while also providing some of the flexibility needed to accommodate the ever-changing world of litigation. Experimentation's propriety will depend on context, however, and exploring these contexts could be a fruitful area of future research.
V. CONCLUSION
Modem litigation is sometimes criticized for dealing too much in abstractions, conceptualizations, and conjecture rather than evidence about "is not the best way to interpret and enforce 'federal' law, especially procedural law and statutory law").
